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natural capitalism 214–15
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network perspective 65–7, 83
network reconfiguring after exit 69–70
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partnerships with microbrewing companies 220
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new ventures, survival or non-survival 29, 197
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estimate for PSEDII sample 32
social capital, retirement intentions 31
non-informative (random) censoring 112
nonparametric analysis Kaplan–Meier and Life Tables 114
normative exit routes 56
offer of 20% ownership after sale of FASTSIGNS 150–51
Office of Extramural Research National Institutes of Health (NIH) 71
oil, automobile, mass production early 20th century 15
operational firms 209
opportunities discovery 217–22
optimism of entrepreneurs 177
ordinary least squares (OLS) 112
organizational emergence process 28
organization level 27–37
organizations, connections between a network type 66
organization-to-organization tie 66–7
owner ill-health, business exits 44
owner-operators, active 107
ownership autonomy, better for time management 53
ownership transfer failure, 40 per cent 185
ownership transfer success, assessment of 193
Panel Study of Entrepreneurial Dynamics (PSED)
liability of newness 30–31
parametric analysis of duration data 114, 118–21
parametric proportional hazards (PH) 118
parametric regression, time-varying covariates 125–6
parent-child analogy 81–2
partial buyback sale of part of VC investor’s holdings 95
partial exit of social entrepreneur retaining majority ownership 238–9
partners and franchises 4
importance of close connection with 150
partner sexual misbehaviour, costs involved 145–6
partnership agreement partner’s stock bought before death 143
part-time businesses of women 51
passion 205–8
source of motivational arousal 203–4
Patagonia Inc. 218
patent driven research stream, ImmuLogic funding 75
Index 271

patent protection of intellectual property 170
patents of ImmuLogic, 64, 73
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  individuals from multiple organizations 65
  individual-to-organization connections 66
personal embeddedness 67–8
personal network of entrepreneur 67–8
personal responsibilities in business venture 130
personal variables 176
personnel issues, relocation in US 131–2
philosophy of business financial security vehicle 156
Point Therapeutics, staff move from ImmuLogic 76
policy initiatives, on firms’ relocation 258
population aging in developed nations research on retirement 158
population decline, excess of exits over entries, 22
‘population density’ 18–20, 258
population growth and decline, 27 in 23 US industries 21
populations, organizational major decline examples in US 23
positive associations with retirement optimal exit strategy 175
women’s position on this 56
positive reinterpretation, coping behavior 191
post-investment monitoring 92–3
postponement risk of business transfer incompetent successor chosen on purpose 185
  incumbent refusal to delegate 185
  lagging of investment 184
  liquidation 184
  unavailability of successor 184
  post-retirement options 157
prejudice against succession planning psychological barriers to exits 188
price offer assessment, coping behavior 190
primary wage earners, social pressures on men 55
Principal Registration, for trade names, US 136
private equity activity, definition 90
private equity funds, closed-end nature 93
private equity (PE) 151–5
problem definition, problem-based coping 190
product license application (PLA) 75
product market competition 98
projected marginal costs (PMC) 96
projected marginal value added (PMVA) 96
psychological barriers, in business transfers 184–93
coping strategies 192
psychological barriers, known 187–9
psychological barriers to exits 7, 9
  connection with types of coping 192–3
detection of 189
  further understanding 189
  literature on 185–7
psychological ownership, higher lower retirement intention 167–8
psychology 37
pull factors for relocation 257
  proximity to customers, or raw materials 252–4
push factors for relocation, lack of growth space 252
quality of exit opposed to harvest amount 242

R&D alliances 66
R&D investment in biotechnology company 66
ragweed allergies, ImmuLogic 75
railway operating decline 22
railways, introduction of 3
railways and steam 15–16
random censoring 112
RBV see resource-based view
recession of 2008 12, 32–3
refinancing fees 153
regional clusters for manufacturing firms 253
regional embeddedness 249
regional location as form of exit 246–58
registering of names 136
regression for duration data 117
relationship management 137–41
relationship management of business partners
important questions 144
religious coping 191
relocation costs, greater for large firms 253
form of exit 248
interregional or intraregional 246, 251–2
on home region 257
triggers for, firm size, growth, or life cycle 252
renewal of connections
avoiding ossification of firm 69
reputations of directors, benefits to organization 66
researchers, exit-studiers, needs multiple disciplinary backgrounds 37
research matrix
entrepreneurship and structuration 217
research programs of ImmuLogic
allergies, autoimmune, substance abuse 64
research questions, for business management 147–8
resource availability 199, 220–21
resource-based view (RBV) 8, 229, 234
capital raising by social entrepreneur 238
resources, valuable, rare, imitable, non-substitutable (VRIN) 220–22, 229
restraint, coping behavior 191
retail development 129
retail sign shop in Dallas, Texas 128
retirement 9, 157–79
circumstances for and against 166
company founders, disruptive event 157
consistency, role, stage, life-course theories 160
continuity, activity, crisis, disengagement 160
definition of 158
exit effort 169–73
identity link to venture 163
intentions and reasons 162
intention behaviors 170–71
non-work factors 161
positive attitudes towards health, wealth gender (male), and age 166
positive effect on exit effort 171
push or pull factors 161–2
reasons for 159, 165–9
research model 164–5, 174–5
result in exit strategy 175
theoretical perspectives 160
work-related factors 161
return on assets (ROA) 101
return on investment (ROI) 221
rheumatoid arthritis treatments 78
right-censored cases in KFS, patterns of 113
right-censoring of data 31, 112
risk of nascent entrepreneur disengagement 204
Roddick, Anita
Body and Soul (1991) 219
’social and environmental change’ 219
The Body Shop, sale to L’Oréal 215
role change and degradation of power psychological barriers to exits 187–8
role regard, positive or negative assessments 167
sale of existing businesses, of both partners 131
sale of FASTSIGNS 152–3
sale or liquidation 173
sales objective, financial 131
scientific advisory board (SAB) members 82
secondary sale of VC investor’s shares 95–6
Security Exchange Commission (SEC) ImmuLogic’s corporate history 71–2
seed stage investors
undeveloped technology and concept 89
self-efficacy of entrepreneurs 177
self-regulation of entrepreneurs 177
seller’s perspective of deal, investigation 242
sensitivity counselling for business staff member 145
Shane and Venkataraman, entrepreneurial process 226
shareholder and partnership paperwork agreement upon 130
shareholders’ agreement life insurance, buyout mechanism 137
partner, prior resistance and difficulties 137–8
reluctance of one partner 131
shoes, sold, pair given to child in need Argentinian-inspired 236
signage, computer generated successful sales 132
signification structures 217–19
meaning in social interactions 216–17
sign makers, hiring of 131–2
single-episode longitudinal data 113
site selection 129, 139
size of firm, influence on relation 250
social and commercial ventures four differences 232
social and professional relationships 82–3
social and sustainable ventures 221
social capital, importance in home region 251
social embeddedness, keep factor 253
social entrepreneurs 8, 214, 218, 226
altruistic objectives for exit 232
how they exit social ventures 14–18, 226–43
literature 241
motivations for exit 230–32
reasons for exit 231
resource-based view (RBV) 229
successful exits for 214
theoretical background 229–30
timing of exits 243
social goals pursuing, no guarantee 238
social goals serving exit as conceivable motivation 236
social mission firms 215, 218
social purpose of venture, exit less likely 218, 220
social relationships data, ImmuLogic 80
social responsibility, Body Shop 219
social skills, tenacity, achievement need of entrepreneurs 177–8
social support, coping behavior 191
social values competition with economic values exit less likely 220
social ventures 214–23
attacking social issues 226
exit examples 8, 227
social vision, need to live on 234
social wealth increase 214
society-level emergence and exit 15
socio-economic context
women’s disadvantaged position 49, 53
socio-economic framework of society inertia 14
’spectacular’ failures, societal stigma, sense of loss 57
staff hiring interviews 140
staff scientists 82
staff training system 147
staged financing 92
stakeholder reactions to retirement 178
stand-alone analysis 108
start-up phase, disengagement from 197
start-up process, commitment importance 204
start-up year, Kauffman Firm Survey 111
state-chartered credit unions decline New York 23
steam and railways, early to mid-19th century 3, 15–16
stock market conditions crucial for IPO’s VC backed timing 94
stock method of payment 95
store design and opening 129, 131
stores, second and third, opening in other towns in Texas 133
stress, effective dealing importance in entrepreneurship 190
for-profit venture. ‘alpargata’ shoes 236–7

for-profit venture. ‘alpargata’ shoes 236–7
toothpaste, all-natural, Tom’s of Maine 218
total entrepreneurial activity (TEA) 43
total factor productivity (TFP) 93
trade associations 36
trade sale of entrepreneurial firm to another company 95
trade sales exits 96
trademarking, insights from attorney in field 136
clear view of costs 136
trademarking of names 134–7
transportation, long-distance
handicraft goods, locally produced 16
travel and insurance agencies 17
triple-bottom-line performance
economic, environmental, social success 215
twenty-first century, early
genomics and bio-informatics 17
types of analyses, Kaplan–Meier graphs 6

underpricing 100
unemployment insurance tax accounts 32
online database of patents 70
Unilever, consumer products company
Ben & Jerry’s right to sue 221
Ben & Jerry’s sold to, by shareholders 221
VRIN resources from Ben & Jerry’s 235

Unilever, protection of current employees 240
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)
units of analysis 12–14
US railways decline 23

vaccine against cocaine, ImmuLogic 79
vaccines for substance abuse 63
value-adding activities, control
mechanism of VC 92
values 219–20
centrality of, for social entrepreneurs 219
variability, evolution and innovation 37
positive association with company performance 101
Venkataraman (1997)
resource acquisition and utilization 221
venture capital (VC)
active management of entrepreneurial firm 88
exit stage 87–103
financing process 91–6
formal and informal 89
funding 9, 88
investments 5
investor characteristics and exit outcome 99
investor, role at exit stage 100–101
investor types
captive VCs (CVCs) 102
independent VCs (IVCs) 102
investor’s role after exit stage 101–2
reputation 99
investment duration comparison of USA and Europe 96–7
investments 88
positive influence on firm employees, sales growth 93
partnership with firm 88
role at exit stage 99–102
seed stage investors 89
venture creation stage, social networks 5
venture dependence on entrepreneur low retirement intention 169
vinyl applications 148–9
voting power of VC investors 92
VRIN resources
negative relationship with intention to exit 237
outside of social venture 236–7
outside social firm 234–7
waged employment for women
cause of entrepreneurial exit 54
waged employment, good quality
more suitable for women 52
waged employment, lower returns
women-owned firms 51
Wedgewood pottery 15
weights, provision by KFS
longitudinal and cross-sectional 108–11
women and self-employment in UK 43
women as secondary earners 55
women entrepreneurs, fewer ‘spectacular’ failures 57
women seen as limited performers in entrepreneurial projects 50
women-owned businesses alleged ‘problems’ 53
from home or part-time 49
women’s exclusion by child care responsibilities 55
women’s exits less profitability than men 43–4
work as source of self-identity 166
work behavior 107
working definitions of important issues
time, agreements, delivery of 140
work-role attachment
job involvement, company identification 166
World Wide Web 3
write-off, full
implication of bankruptcy of firm 95
write-off, partial 95
young firms, interregional choices 250